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Toastmasters

More Than Meets
the Eye
By Jack Roberts, DTM

T

he Toastmaster program can be
likened to a fine automobile.
Any automobile can take you from
A-Z, but when you have a top of the
line vehicle, with all the bells and
whistles, you might as well use it to
get the best experience possible.
There is a wealth of resources
available to you for your learning
experience, and it starts with “A
Toastmaster Wears Many Hats”.
This handy little guide explains all
of the functionary roles. Use it, and
you’ll never be at a loss as to what
your duties are.
Next, you have the “Competent
Communicator” and the
“Competent Leader” manuals.
These manuals are chock full
of information about effectively
preparing, organizing and delivering
speeches as well as taking on
leadership responsibilities.
It’s easy to just skim over these
manuals, but if you take just a little
bit of time to study the information
they contain, they will add
tremendously to your learning.
When you prepare for your speeches
and functionary roles, you will enjoy
them much more and your growth
will be faster and more solid.
Continued on Page 3
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Adding Value to Young Lives:

Youth Leadership Program
By Susan Cameron with excerpts from a Saba McKinley speech
From the past: 2008

The Present: 2011

You never know where your next
inspiration for a speech or project
will come from.

I received a phone call from Tonya
Martin who works for Councilman
Dee Andrews office, 6th district. It
was a great opportunity for me to
act as liaison between Dee Andrews
office and Speak Out! Toastmasters
club. Fifty-five of our Long Beach
teens signed up for the Youth
Leadership program, which started
on April 20, 2011, and ran for eight
weeks.

I was at a speech contest and I had
the opportunity to hear a speech by
David Kitchen, DTM. His speech
was on empowering our youth by
mentoring them in whatever sports
they participate or homework,
or by starting a Toastmasters
Youth Group. I was hooked and
planning for the day that we could
start our Youth Group when I
became president of Speak Out!
Toastmasters Club.
Karen Batesole chaired that first
committee and “Team Speak Out!”
was born.
Karen partnered Speak Out! with
the Long Beach Gay and Lesbian
center. The Center had a youth
program already in place called
MYTE (Mentoring Youth through
Empowerment).
What an awesome experience to
help give those kids the tools to
navigate the world and ask for what
they want in life.

Not only did Ms. Martin send out a
press release and put out a flyer, but
we have received free publicity from
being in the e-magazine,
EveryThingLongBeach.com.
I asked our Speak Out club members
to volunteer. Jack Roberts, Saba
McKinley and Carma Spence
answered my call.
Saba McKinley asked, “Imagine,
you’re in high school, nearing
graduation; you have been
pondering what you are going to
do with your life. Your possibilities
seem bleak because you live in a
crime ridden, drug and gang infested
Continued on Page 3

Speak Out! Toastmasters Club meets every Saturday from 10:30am to 12 pm
at 1017 Obispo in Long Beach. For more information, visit our website at
www.speakouttoastmasters.org or call 818.973.2283.

Officer’s Corner:

From the Club President
By Tawny Correa

A

bit of apprehension resides in
me. Someone’s flippant request
to introduce ourselves one by one
throws me into a slight panic.
It’s okay, I’m alright, that’s why I’m
here.
I’m trying to listen to all the
others but my head has its own
commentary: She sounded good.
He seems really comfortable. I
wish I were like that. Wow, she’s so
confident and funny.
Then comes the inevitable, oh
jeez, it’s getting closer. The already
diminished capacity for listening
is now completely drowned out by
the flood of thoughts and emotions
welling up. The tightness of anxiety
grips my body. I start to feel warm.
It’s so overwhelming it seems as
though everyone can see it. I don’t
make eye contact because then
they’d REALLY be able to see it.
Here it comes, the surge of heat
and adrenalin rising up from my
stomach to my chest to my throat to
my head. It’s everywhere! It’s getting
even closer now. The person before
me has just finished and I try not to
allow too much silence beginning
with, “Uhh...”
Staring blankly toward nothing,
it comes out, “I’m Tawny
Correa.” Trying to say it loud
enough so I don’t have to repeat
it. I immediately dart my stare to
the next person, relinquishing the
weight of all the eyes that were upon
me. The goal is to drag everyone’s
attention across me as quickly as
possible like a game of hot potato.
Sigh! Whew, it’s over...I’m alive...
take a breath...starting to cool down
a little.
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Just as the involuntary leg-shaking
subsides, the thoughts creep in again
like a ninja.
My mind is replaying exactly what
happened over and over and over
telling me all the things I did wrong
or could have done better.
This is how I lived for about 25 years
of my life. I’m 31.
Just writing that was energydraining for me. And that was just
introducing myself. Imagine what I
went through during my first speech
-- or worse, Table Topics! Yikes!
The first couple of times I was called
on for Table Topics it was impossible
for me to make the minimum time.
I’d give my one-sentence answer,
of course repeating most of the
question along with it, but couldn’t
make it longer.
It wasn’t that I didn’t have anything
to say. It was that all the resources
used to come up with something
were being (ab)used by focusing on
two things: my mental/emotional
state coupled with how others were
perceiving me.
It’s okay, even helpful, to recognize
and consider those things but
detrimental when it’s perpetually
negative and overtakes everything
else.
Fed up with living that way, I
dove into to the deep end of my
commitment to change and agreed
to my first officer position, Sergeant
at Arms.
It was then things began to click. I
also began to attend the plethora of
Toastmasters events that took place
outside the club. Though I wasn’t
actively participating yet, it was

Tawny Correa
enough to see what possibilities were
out there. And it really helped to see
people make mistakes. Even more
helpful were the mistakes that made
it better or more fun. It made them
real instead of perfect and, for me,
real is perfect!
My focus slowly migrated from
the falsities created by my mind. It
moved to active listening, celebrating
mistakes and, most importantly,
truly being myself.
I shan’t go into too much
detail here but a speech may be
in order! Can you believe, after
only about a year and a half, what
tormented me now excites me?!
I always had things to say...and now
I have the tools to not only say them,
but to say what I mean.
Every meeting is my chance to
practice, to replace the old habits
with new ones, and to do what I am
meant to do.
It’s not all peaches and honey but
without the mistakes, how do I
learn? Without the challenges, how
do I grow? Shortest answer in Table
Topics history: I don’t.
Embrace the stumbling and
fumbling for it’s just as meaningful
as the successes and triumphs.
Actually, they’re one in the same.
My stumbles and fumbles ARE my
greatest triumphs! What are yours?
~•~

Toastmasters’ Youth
Leadership Program

Speak Out Flashback

Continued from Page 1

neighborhood. What do you do?”
Fortunately, there is a Weed and
Seed, Boys and Girls club, whose
aim is to reduce violent crime,
drug abuse and gang activity.
Toastmasters International helps
with giving our youth the tools to
ask the world for what they want
from it.
Ms. McKinley said that she had
a similar experience when she
was 15 years old. She participated
in a career skills development
program through an agency called
Watts Labor Community Action
Committee. Through this agency not
only did Saba learn valuable skills,
but the agency also helped her find
her first job. Saba has been working
steadily since the age of 15 years old.
The Toastmasters Youth Leadership
program has allowed Saba the
chance to add value to the young
lives of those she mentors. Our
fellow club member has found the
experience fulfilling. Saba strongly
urges Speak Out! to continue and
participate in the lives of our youth,
it will enrich your life.

Donna Oja, club mentor Rete Rivera, and founding members Heidee
Sinowitz and Dana Runge at Speak Out’s charter meeting on June 12,
2003.

More Than Meets the Eye
Continued from Page 1
As you become comfortable, there
is a treasure trove of information
on the District and Toastmasters
International websites. Just about
any question you might have can be
answered on these two sites.
A nice treat for yourself is to order a
copy of the Toastmaster catalogue.
While filled with neat stuff like pins
and mugs, it also contains books,
CDs and many other powerful
resources for your continued
education.

~•~

Taking advantage of opportunities to
serve as a club or District officer or
on a committee, will further enhance
your development.

“Words - so innocent and powerless as they
are, as standing in a dictionary, how potent for
good and evil they become in the hands of one
who knows how to combine them.”

In my professional opinion, if you
were to take advantage of all that
Toastmasters has to offer, you could
amass the equivalent of an advanced
degree in public speaking.

~ Nathaniel Hawthorne

And the leadership opportunities

Jack Roberts

could prepare anyone for, at
least, entry level management at
most corporations. In fact, many
corporate executives, entrepreneurs,
politicians, educators and CEO’s
credit Toastmasters with being a
vital part of their business and career
success.
With Toastmasters, you have at
your disposal one of the finest
educational and training resources
anywhere. In addition, you can
make some great connections and
establish long-time friendships.
Take advantage of all that
Toastmasters has to offer you. It is
an outstanding vehicle that you can
ride for a lifetime.
~•~
Websites Mentioned:
District 1: www.tmdistrictone.org
Toastmaster: www.toastmasters.org
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Mentor Tip:

Pregnant Pauses
By Susan Cameron

E

veryone has a
rhythm that is
innately his or hers.
Some people speak
too fast, some speak
with accents, but all can be better
understood if they slow down and
use the pause to allow the listener
time to digest what they have said.
When I write a speech, I actually
put...(Periods)...before and after key
words or sentences that I want to
emphasize.
You can also use your punctuation
in your speech as a time limit to
create those pause moments for the
listener.
After a comma in a speech I usually
give a two-count. All periods get a
three-count.
You can hold a question mark for
as long as you want. All question
marks get at least a four-count;
remember to look every member of
our club in the eye after a question is
asked.
Every speech has a rhythm and you
can improve that rhythm. James C.
Humes’ book, Speak Like Churchill,
Stand Like Lincoln talked about how,
England’s Prime Minster during
WWll, Winston Churchill, would
write all of his speeches like a poem.
Churchill once said, “that every
speech is a rhyme less, meter less
verse.”
Write your speech like poetry and
listen to the speech come alive.
Whatever symbols you use to create
a pregnant pause, use them, those
pauses make your speech more
interesting.
~•~
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Ice Breaker Experiences

T

he Ice Breaker speech is the first project in the Competent Communication
manual. It is the first speech that all new Toastmasters present to
their club, giving them the opportunity to introduce themselves and gain
experience speaking about a topic they know well...themselves! Here are
comments new Speak Out! members had about their Ice Breaker experience.
My name is Chamara Edirisinghe, it is a very
unique name. Even though it is very hard to
pronounce, it is a good name to pick up conversation in a bar quickly. This is how I started
my first speech. I was anxious to finish my
speech and get feedback from the listeners.
The process, writing and speaking was easy,
because the speech was about me. I normally
write important points about the story, and then
try to elaborate the points with a story.
- Chamara Edirisinghe
I was a bit nervous before beginning my
speech but I enjoyed giving my speech. When I
finished my speech I felt pretty awesome about
what I had done! I felt so good that I signed up
for my next speech, a sort of test run for my
master’s program presentation.
- Jennifer Kennedy
...the Icebreaker is an exceptionally appropriate name, I must say so myself, especially now
that I have experienced it. The thought of doing
it was very intimidating, daunting task for me.
But truthfully, it really wasn’t so bad after all.
I was nervous and it was apparent that it was
my first speech, but now I have broken the ice
and I feel a ”little more confident and ready for
the next one.”
- Lisa Leblanc
...it took me a month to give my Ice Breaker. I
would study every speaker that gave a speech.
How was that speaker’s introduction? What did
they say and do when transitioning? Were the
speakers ending strong? I learned from others,

Special thanks to the Royal Cup Cafe for
allowing us to use their meeting room for
several weeks earlier this year.

and I paid extra attention to the evaluation portion of the meetings. “We are a community, and
we are here to help each other.” When preparing for my speech, I structured the speech like
an essay (Intro, 3 Points and a Conclusion).
When it comes down to delivering the speech
this is where your creative juices need to shine.
While giving the speech, I made sure to have
eye contact with my audience because “I kid
you not I was super nervous.” With all that said
and done, “I want to do this again.”
- Richard Duarte
...it took a while to narrow down what I wanted
to say about myself. I wondered about the possibilities, but I decided to leave that for other
speeches. I decided to go with my gut and talk
about something that I was passionate about...
RUNNING. Once I decided to talk about my
love and passion for running the rest was easy;
everything about the speech flowed easily from
my thoughts to the paper...knowing that I was
delivering it to a loving and supportive group of
people, my fellow Speak Out! Members made
all the difference in the world. Was I nervous?
“Oh MY Gosh YES!!,” But “WOW” is all I
can say about having accomplished MY first
speech! From the residual confidence I have
gained in the other area of my life also (i.e.:
national conference call at work, I spoke as if
I owned the whole meeting)...I’m so happy I
joined Speak Out!”
- Marty Coleman

~•~
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